
 
 
 
The world’s longest Viking ship wreck to be exhibited in 
Denmark 
 
The longest Viking longship in the world is part of the Danish National 
Museum’s major special exhibition, VIKING, which will be exhibited at the 
National Museum in Copenhagen between 22 June and 17 November 
2013. 
 
The wreck of the longest Viking longship in the world is the main attraction at the 
National Museum’s major international special exhibition, VIKING. It will be on show in 
Prinsens Palæ I Copenhagen from 22 June until 17 November 2013.  
It centres round the wreck of a 37 metre long warship found in Roskilde. The ship, which 
will be exhibited for the very first time, was a warship that could carry 100 Viking warriors 
and was probably part of a royal fleet. 
VIKING is the National Museum’s largest special exhibition on Vikings for twenty years. 
The exhibition will touch upon themes such as war and expansion, power and 
aristocracy, rituals and beliefs as well as cultural contacts and trade. These are the 
central narratives in the exhibition, which will show objects from museums in twelve 
European countries. 
 
Filed down teeth  
The exhibition will include a number of unique and new finds, which have never been 
exhibited before as well as objects that have never before been included in a cross-
cultural exhibition. It will include a large new hoard of gold and silver from Yorkshire in 
England and hoards found in Russia and Norway. The Vikings’ beliefs and change in 
beliefs will be communicated through a series of exceptional idols and there will be 
room for a reliquary cross discovered a few months ago. The essence of the Vikings will 
be shown by their way of depicting themselves and the exhibition will be able to display 
some of the world famous chess pieces from Lewis in Scotland, which are shaped as 
Viking warriors. Some of these depict helmeted warriors who are biting into their shields. 
The exhibition will illustrate the fierce nature of the Viking warriors with some filed down 
human teeth from a warrior and a large number of weapons including one of the few 
helmets that has been discovered. 
 
The king’s ship 
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The various themes of the exhibition will be tied together by the ship at the centre, 
which reflects the fact that ships and seamanship provided the basis for the success of 
the Vikings.  
Their ships brought the Vikings out into a globalised world and sailing was an important 
means of communication that bound the Vikings’ society together. Thanks to their 
seaworthy vessels they were able to travel across four continents, colonise Iceland and 
Greenland and later reach America. The ships allowed the Vikings to bring home traded 
goods from the Middle East, the Byzantine Empire and from as far away as China. Their 
long warships enabled the Vikings to transport invading armies so large that Danish kings 
were able to conquer England and create a North Sea empire. The ship was also a 
status symbol that demonstrated the might of the aristocracy.  
With the exhibition the National Museum would like to present a modern and varied 
picture of the globalised Vikings.   During the Viking period Scandinavia was not isolated 
from the rest of the world. The Vikings knew that there was an outside world and they 
were drawn by the knowledge and culture from the world that they sought with both 
peaceful and warlike means. 
 
VIKING is organised by the National Museum of Denmark, the British Museum in London 
and Museum für Vor und Frühgeschichte - Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, which will be 
displaying the exhibition during 2014 and 2015. The exhibition is being supported in 
Copenhagen by A. P. Møller og Hustru Chastine Mc-Kinney Møllers Fond til almene 
Formaal (the Møller Foundation), Augustinus Fonden (the Augustinus Foundation) and 
Bikubenfonden (the Bikuben foundation). 
 
Image text 1: The National Museum’s conservators making the wreck of the longest 
Viking longship in the world ready for the exhibition VIKING. Photograph: The National 
Museum. 
 
Image text 2: Viking sword. Photograph: The National Museum. 
 
Image text 3: Figure depicting a valkyrie. In Norse mythology the valkyries took fallen 
warriors to Valhalla.  Photograph: The National Museum. 
 
Image text 4: Buckle in the form of a Viking ship. Photograph: The National Museum. 
 
Press photos: http://www.flickr.com/photos/nationalmuseet/sets/72157632592240770/with/8407954252/ 
 
For further information contact 
Henrik Schilling, head of press at the National Museum. Henrik.schilling@natmus.dk Tel.: + 
45 41 20 60 16 
Dr. Peter Pentz, curator at the National Museum. Peter.pentz@natmus.dk Tel.: +45 41 20 
61 52 
Kristiane Strætkvern, conservator at the National Museum. 
kristiane.straetkvern@natmus.dk Tel.: +45 41 20 65 28 
 
Facts about the exhibition 
VIKING will be exhibited in the National Museum of Denmark’s 1,000 square metre 
special exhibition hall, Egmonthallen. The exhibition will open to the general public on 22 
June and will be on display until 17 November 2013. From spring 2014 the exhibition will 
be on display at the British Museum in London. From from 10 September 2014 – 4 January 
2015 the exhibition is displayed at the Martin-Gropius-Bau in Berlin.  
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Facts about Roskilde 6 
Analysis of the annual rings of the ship planks shows that the ship was built in 1025 at a 
location by the Oslo Fjord. It is built from oak and was originally just a bit less than 37 
metres in length, 4 metres wide and the midship height was 1.6 metres. Roskilde 6 was 
equipped with 79 oars and could carry 100 men. Ships of these dimensions enabled 
Danish and Norwegian kings to transport large numbers of warriors very quickly, which 
was the prerequisite for being able to conquer England and maintain their domination 
of the North Sea regions for several centuries.   
The ship is contemporaneous with the Danish king Knud den Store (Canute the Great), 
who conquered England in 1016 and Norway in 1028 and it was probably part of his 
fleet. 
In excess of 25 percent of the ship has been preserved and it will be exhibited in a 
specially-constructed steel skeleton that will show the ship in its full size. 
The ship was excavated in 1996-97 together with a number of other ships when the 
Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde was expended. The National Museum’s conservators 
have made the ship ready for exhibition thanks to support from the Augustinus 
Foundation. 
 


